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Executive Summary:  Kyberos-iBank™ (KiB) provides secure information management and data haven 

services to a limited-membership, worldwide community of users who are engaged in trading of goods, 
services, and financial securities among each other. KiB provides transaction services, trade decision 
support, remote conferencing, value forecasting, full-service accounting, auditing, and financial analysis 
functions, full service data haven operations, within the cyber-armored environment of distributed, dynamic, 
multi-layer, parallel encryption and camouflage. KiB handles many types of financial and value 
representations including alternatives to conventional currency-based or other monetary-based standards 
including gold standards. and is expensive and limited to private clients. This cannot be used rapidly or in 
“real-time” mode like other forms of data encryption and security. If speed and ease are necessary, one 
must accept also the risks that any form of encryption may be broken and any one server, anywhere, can be 
seized or shut down. KiB protects against such threats, but at the obvious cost. 
 

Technology  

All IT services are run on a technology platform employing state-of-the-art web software engineering that is 
fundamentally distinguished from any other by its use of physical distribution, compartmentalization, and fail-
safe isolation of encrypted elements of data that cannot be assembled into useful text or images without the 
use of all the relevant components. Thus, it is essentially impregnable to any one intruder, cyber attack, or 
any form of private or public act of cyber-aggression including by any government or corporate entity. This is 
very unique, but it is also the prime reason why Kerberos-iBank is not a “general-purpose web service”  

How it helps: You deposit, withdraw, trade or pay for services of any security at KiB. A security can be 

virtually anything that an agent wishes to bank or trade. Thus, securities can be individual entities or 
collective groupings of: gold, cattle, currency, futures, derivatives or Intellectual property. A buyer and a 
seller both make payments to the KiB on the basis of a trade based on the relationship between the party 
(buyer or seller) and the KiB, and the nature of the trade.  There may be all sorts of constraints set by either 
the trade initiator or the trade respondent. A KiB trade is quite different from a conventional one in either the 
investment market or in the retail store. 
 

Marketing: This has the potential for worldwide customers thru internet, direct sales and channel partners. 

We welcome other ideas too! 

Competition: In our myopic view, there is no competition as such as of now. Who knows! 

Revenues ($unit bof $1,000) 

Years               2013                         2014                           2015                             2016                          2017 

Amount          $200                   $5,000                        $11,800                         $12,000                        $15,000 

Capital required now        $2.50 Mil for 25% interest (15% to others and employees) 

Special Note. Dr. Martin is wizard, Sr. Scientist, Chief Technologist and everything. His bio attached  
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